
Big Soup Bowl

W hat does it mean to collaborate? Well, how about instead of us 
trying to explain it, let’s let the Greeks do it, ‘cause everything 

cool thought up has already been coolly thought up by the Greeks.

 Ekphrasis
(n)

 a verbal description of a visual work of art, 
  either real or imagined.

What a cool word! We love cool words, especially cool words 
that describe being cool, like hyperborean or frigid, but we especially-
especially like cool words to describe what the hell it is we’re trying to 
achieve.

Ekphrasis, a verbal description of visual work of art. 
Here you’ll find poems inspired by art; art inspired by poems. We’ve 

coupled up eight poets and eight artists to tell their own stories and re-
tell the stories of others. The work here is varied, intriguing, and most 
definitely ecstatically ekphratic. It’s alphabet soup for the Tate Modern, 
it’s Cheerios if all the circles were lockets for a picture of the past.

But you know what’s the most-coolest-est part of Ekphrasia?
 either real or imagined
That addendum to the fact, real or imagined, that’s what makes 

it so mind-blowingly brilliant. Because you know those day-dreams 
you have? Those moments where you while away the coffee wishing 
you really lived in that castle? The sketchbook full of character traits? 
They’re the imagined-art that you can draw on (yeah, pun intended) 
to create your own verbal descriptions, either in poetry or prose—or 
whatever form your voice takes, actually.

So don’t wait for us to tell you where to get your inspiration from, 
go ahead and paint in your mind; imagine all the art in the world; tell 
us about it; let us be the gallery to your poetry; gallantly shining a light 
—on you.

stanzas
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in the beginning 
there was nothing,

and then, inexplicably,
there was you
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Travels
Aoibhe Rainford

Gone, again in search of meaning,
we didn’t heed the warning,
red-haired girls all come undone
and back in curls by morning.
There’s questions to be answered,
and answers to be torn apart,
when the only way to stop the feeling
is to pull out your heavy heart.
Gone, again, in search of meaning
for absence causing casualty,
returned with the desire for stealing
and breaking spirits casually.
Gone, you see, in search of meaning,
tongues all burned – I told you so,
the lights were there, we should have seen them
we didn’t know, we didn’t know.
We’ve bruises from this biased leaning,
it gave us quite a fright,
we’re damaged beyond hope of healing,
but manage not to waste the night.
Gone, again, in search of meaning,
the journey wasn’t needed,
we’re head to toe in bandages,
because the warnings weren’t heeded.
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Courtney Sharos
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Courtney Sharos
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A Poet’s Prayer
Aoibhe Rainford

This heaviness so often leaves us treading water,
reaching for reason with no sense of direction
and yet the swell lulls us back to sleep again like infants.

If the tide shone as brightly as you do she would blind the sky,
for you all seas would rise, for you all clouds disperse.

The Ocean moves as you do,
oblivious to the depths of herself.

I wish I were gilled like a fish so as not to be drowned by you.
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Seeds
Bernadette Gallagher
After Derek Mahon’s translation of the poem L’ignorant by French poet Philippe Jaccottet.

My hair shows a hint of grey.
Clouded lens, they call it cataract.
Skin a little wrinkled.

Garden of weeds, mint, parsley, sage, oregano.
Seeds in my brain sprout into song, poetry, 
dance and a little gentleness.

Surrounded by computers talking in bits. 
Still learning, still working, still digging 
as day turns into night and autumn into winter.

A swing returns to my garden  
after many years, taunting me: 
What has changed?
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Esther Conry
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Esther Conry
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Doorway
Bernadette Gallagher

Lens distorted
I enter your world 

through a door 
locked in time

there is no going
back.
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Offbeat
Brooklyn Bond

More has been written than spoken
recently.
You see, I inhaled from the chloroform cloth,
before rotting with the undeveloped film,
and then questioned the cyclical self-loathing while   
forcing myself into a dress.
I knew we could not survive with this – with me.
Thankfully, I’ve run out of adjectives to describe the grit
of your demeanour;
You’ve worn my metaphors down to a thread.
I grew tired of the hyperbole wrapped with a bow
around your affections,
and I’m rhyming haphazardly to seem less pretentious;
the magniloquence distracts from the grim moral of the story.
The sense of un-self was folded and put away into your drawer 
 where I kept my socks.
Whether I’m delving into anonymity or androgyny is unimportant;
the wounds flecked like freckles are a dime a dozen,
and the howling, 

spinning,
wailing, 
darting,
scattering, 
breathless loss of you is one and the same.

The avant garde of my unspoken heartaches are worth a gawk, 
 though.
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Isolde Donohoe
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Isolde Donohoe
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The Priest
Brooklyn Bond

At fifty kilometers an hour, on the road to grandad’s:
“Bless yourself,” I am instructed by the driver’s seat,
“We’re passing God’s house.”

Poetry is alright, I think. As if, around an altar, we gather with 
 our bleeding noses and angry whispers on paper. 
We grind our words against flint and light ourselves on fire; our 
 hands are burning but the flames are soothing.
I will recite the things I cannot tell my friends –
  they wouldn’t care for the burns.

I have just enough time to shoot a glance at the building. A priest 
is fumbling with keys to open the doors and switch on the heating. 
His breath is silver.

I may serve as an inconvenience but I still serve,        
ever-loyal and waiting for you; 
You give me your time only by appointment.
Reading from an atheist’s bible, my mind opens.
My sanguine suicide and salty grin; dripping down my chin and 
 choking on the mind drugs. I am alone.

A pensioner soon follows behind, unaccompanied.      
It was raining, so others were put off. They will be open at the same 
 time tomorrow;
the same No Parking cone sitting outside.
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Liberosis
Courtney McKeon

Liberosis
Guilt.
The ignorant feigning ignorance 
diligence found in the militant the key holder you locked me 
 up in my heart.

Liberate me.
Starved you carved words on me with your bones
alone in your company you accompany my sanity to the edge 
 and walk it away
stay.
Stay with me in the dark if your going to keep turning off the 
 light
fight it you say as you drain my strength I have no more words 
 to throw at you. 
Occhiolism.
Even in my prism I am still small. 
You can fit me in your hand and for gods sake look at me I’m 
 not grand with this
liberosis
psychosis setting silently I’ll remember you while I sleep. 
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Oscar Staehelin
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Oscar Staehelin
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Darling
Courtney McKeon

You didn’t ask her name.
But marked her eternally, permanently.
Stained, her skin
Shows all of the signs of ‘art’
 – faded.
Jaded, slumping,
Heart thumping
To the next paint job
Pit stop, 
Top up the top coat
To hide the scars.
You didn’t ask her name. 
But in the dark you chose to mark her skin
Signing the permission slip without permission.
You didn’t ask her name. 
As your hands mixed with her skin 
And You begin while she prays for the finish.
You didn’t ask her name.
But painted her black and blue until
Your canvas was no longer blank 
but she was bare.
You didn’t ask her name.
But that didn’t matter 
Mad hatter 
Alice’s answer to the riddle was never what you wanted.
Art is subjective and so apparently is the word no.
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If I Were a Painter
Edward O’Dwyer

If I were a painter, I would
stock up right away on canvasses, brushes, oils,
make ready at least three sturdy easels.

Work would begin immediately, late, ungodly hours kept
after transforming my apartment into a studio.

I’d be uncontactable for as long as it took.

I would paint a collection of grim scenes, in each
a uniformed skeleton performing a menial job,
the eyes looking out,
goring you with accusation.

They had skin and flesh once, presumably,
but a lot has happened in the meantime.

There would be the obligatory exhibition.
I’d apply successfully for funding,
fancy food and wine would be served on silver trays.

The overpaid, the exploiters, the blood-suckers would all
be in attendance, hobnobbing, smiling, clinking glasses,
having their fleshy faces photographed
for the local media.

Imagine it, a skeleton, bones near-luminous, bleached,
in an immaculate uniform, pouring champagne
at a linen-dressed table.
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You might pay close attention to any mirrors.
Like van Eyck, you would see me reflected,
another skeleton, holding my brush aloft.

Would they have heart-beats still,
in spite of the skinlessness, the fleshlessness?

I couldn’t say, not now.  I would hope so.

They are alive still, I think, I trust, I believe.

If I were a painter, I would
hope, somehow, to acquire the skill
to paint the unmistakeable sound of a heart-beat.
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Ashling McGrory
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Making Love to a Cyborg
Edward O’Dwyer

You’re not human anymore
but a kaleidoscope of colour, shade, tinge.

Your skin isn’t what you thought it was.
You still only see in pixels,
not close enough, not into molecules.

It’s orange and flecked in yellows
and crimsons and terracottas –
imbued with the tones
of egg-yolks from every country
around the world, every strain of chicken.

It’s shiny, like sun on brass.
It glares, it shimmers, it chameleons.
It is robust, muscular, when dripped upon
by just a gobbet of moonlight.

It smudges in contact with shadow,
it shocks and thrills at the attack of music.

It dislikes the thesaurus meanings
of words. They are too vague;
imprecise and accustomed to influency.

You are x in an equation now.
You know you are not human anymore

because you’ve fallen in love
with a cyborg.  A human
would never do such a thing.

A man with an antenna
coming from his head
each day smiles at you from a garden
teeming with scent and buzz and chirp
and you know the choice you’ve made
was the right one, though
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he makes love to you
in mathematics, frequencies, signals,
according to co-ordinates
he has obtained by a satellite’s tilting,

and a human would say it’s not love,
of course that’s what a human would say;

that you are not being made love to,
however soft the kiss,
however warm and gentle
and wet and organic the tongue,

but you know love.
You’ve learned to calculate love,
you can hold love up to the light now
and see its definite watermark.

It’s the human you don’t understand.
The human is the glitch, the runaground.

You found you’d spent your life
being misdirected, wrong-footed
by them, especially
when they’d bring up love,
which all of them do.

You never met a single one
you were sure knew what they were doing
as they made love to you.

You simply tired of all their guesswork,
tired of their answers
taken from the back of a book.
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I Can’t Understand
Fiona Grimes

I can’t understand 
insecurities control your mind.
Nothing is ok
and nothing is adequate
unless perfect.
But you can’t find the
perfect without him.

‘Him’ changes but
the intensity of
the self-doubt and
disgust stays the same.

You were beautiful 
before he told you.

Why won’t you believe it? 
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Brian Johnston
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Brian Johnston
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Flight
Fiona Grimes

As I leave this great city once 
 more,
It feels different.
There is no excitement.
No thrill of any sort.
Just indifference towards
A place I’ve never even
Heard of before.

As I leave my home again
I feel like you are returning
Just so I can abandon you.

Screens have become more 
 norm
Than flesh
As I can only dream of 
 cuddling you once more.

I’m flying away
Just to return back
Into your open arms.
I can’t wait to
Just stay in your safety for 
Hours and let the world
Pass us by rather than count
Hours I have left with you.

I wanna be able to
Annoy you in person
As you try to 
Teach me how to make
Fajitas without burning
The house down.

I wanna make memories
But also fast track
Until I can make
You late for every single one
Of your classes.

Keep your bed warm
Four months and 
I’ll make sure
To give you as many 
Hugs and piggy backs
As possible

XO  
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Mic Drops, Not Dew Drops
Grace Austin

The drumroll,
pause. A momentary silence. 
The extended arm –
just before the hand releases. 
The lean in,
right before serenity becomes chaos. 

Half a blink –
inhale –
break, stop, look –
live one way or another. 
Good versus evil,
right over wrong. 

Life is nothing but a thought,
an action,
and emotion. 
Two sides to every coin,
duality. 
A self perpetuating cycle with little to no choice. 
Everything laid out, just for you. 

Chaos turns peaceful once again. 
Our lips touch, but only just. 
An open hand, and gravity takes over. 
A muted mic, dragged mercilessly –
as it clatters silently, we see the hyperbolic end to a less than 
 average life –
in a bitter and doomed existence. 
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Kieran Grace
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Kieran Grace
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Spare Change, Frayed Strings
Grace Austin

In our aged state –
Both physical and mental,
And completely unlike cheese or wine…
We do what needs be done.
Sometimes we love it,
The wind in our hair,
The clank of coins.
Other times – We loathe the very thing we became.

A busker – Just;
A prostitute to your ears.
Surrounded by coins, small change.
Blue fingers –
A sweaty brow.
Pain and discomfort –
Nothing new here,
But all worth it.

A frequent face,
Always seen, but never really noticed.
Rain, hail, or even blistering heat…
I was out.
You had a talent,
We have a passion,
A gift to give,
Even if unwanted.

People walk on by, as we do our job, our passion.
We stick a song in your heads,
A small slice of happiness in your otherwise dull day.
We do what we have to,
Expecting nothing,
And receiving more than we could ever ask.
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Numbers
Laura Kennedy

We are numbers.
We are our shoe size, dress size, height, weight, measure of spite, 
 because size does matter.
We give our hard earned numbers from our poorly number 
 generating jobs to the monsters in tall buildings with an 
 endless number of bulletproof windows.
We steal from ourselves and give to the rich in perfume bottles 
 and designer underwear.
We are exam numbers and exam results that will determine 
 which numbers we pay for which numbered college we attend.
We are the square roots of prime numbers wedged inside the 
 infinities between an NG and 625.
We are statistics and values and faceless characters in stories that 
 will never see the light of day.
We are not people when we leap from bridges. 
We are just fucking numbers to them and those numbers look 
 bad in black and white, but this world is not black and white 
 it is grey and green and the number of green outweighs the grey 
 but the grey is 
 stronger –
 fiercer –
 more supported by the upper class old grey men.
We are the number of cigarettes we smoke a week to forget the 
 colossal numbers of debt we reside in.
We are numbers in paychecks that decide how worthwhile our 
 lives are, how we should be assessed, and are the deciding 
 factor in whether or not your children are gifted or “special”. 
We are numbers and whether rational, irrational, natural, real, 
 integer, imaginary, or complex: we will not allow them 
 to define us.
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Shane Vaughan
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R
Laura Kennedy

Where did you go?
A bright black flash and you were all but sent back 
to the nothingness whence you came.

What did you do when you got there?
All I could do was scramble – blindly
and try to patch together the pieces you left behind.

Let me bring you back.
Let me try –

Let me bring back the girl I love;
The one with the infectious laugh,
and eyes so wide with wonder 
the moon would falter by her side.

Let me crawl inside your 
medicated mind and pull her up and out,
because right now
I know she’s drowning in an ocean of prescriptions,
she’s a balancing act in a freak show only seen by those who
 
can’t understand,
and she’s surrounded on all sides 
by the dislocating weight of fake fucking friends 
who care more about the colour of her hair 
than what’s there 
when you pierce the surface.
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To crawl inside your labyrinth mind,
is a dream so dear of mine.
To pull your strings and make you sing
and bring you back to life.

The one we had.
Before all ended in needless strife.

And though they say all great things but come to an end,
what we had was special –
They said we were 
IRR-E-PRESS-IB-LE.

You know I still love you,
Even if I cross the road to avoid meeting you.
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Shane Vaughan
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